Taking the
Pulse of
the Planet
The USA National Phenology Network
(USA-NPN) serves science and society
by promoting a broad understanding
of plant and animal phenology and its
relationship with environmental change.
The USA-NPN is you. The Network
consists of a National Coordinating Office
(NCO) and many partners, including
research scientists, resource managers,
educators, volunteers, and policymakers. Anyone participating in our
flagship phenology monitoring program,
supporting the program, using the data,
or interacting with the Network is part of
the USA-NPN.

2015
Annual Report

Letter from
the Executive
Director

Greetings! It is with great pleasure that I share with you some of the key
accomplishments of the USA-NPN in 2015. The past year was characterized
by continued growth—from partners to publications to products.

A key tenet of the Network is the provision of monitoring capacity to a
variety of partners and stakeholders—from the National Wildlife Refuge
System to Northwest Indian Tribal College to Appalachian Mountain Club.
This last year, the number of contributing partners—those that used the
Nature’s Notebook platform to collect, manage, and share data with the National Phenology Database—
rose to 157, a 16% increase over 2014. These partners and other participants generated more data than
in any previous year—over 1.7 M records
at
over 1,800 locations. The value of these
Phenology… is perhaps the simplest process in which to
contemporary data was demonstrated by the
track changes in the ecology of species in response to
10
peer-reviewed manuscripts published this
climate change.
past year!
(ROZENZWEIG ET AL., INTERGOVERNMENTAL PANEL ON CLIMATE CHANGE, 2007)

Nature’s Notebook is not only growing in
participation, but also in recognition. We were
thrilled that Nature’s Notebook was the focus of one of six episodes of the Emmy-winning PBS KIDS show,
SciGirls, which debuted in spring 2015. Nature’s Notebook also received attention from the White House:
Dr. John Holdren, the Science Advisor to the President, highlighted the program in his keynote address
as part of the release of the Federal Crowdsourcing and Citizen Science (CCS) Toolkit, in which Nature’s
Notebook is featured prominently.

A key focus of 2015 was the release and initial implementation of our Data Product Development and
Delivery Framework; this work plan outlines how we will develop and deliver data products to our variety
of stakeholders. As a key step in this process, we published a manuscript describing the development
and delivery of a national “gridded” data product, the “Spring Index,” which will be our first signature
data product. The gridded product links biological responses to climatological drivers, such as daily
temperatures, and can be produced on daily to annual timesteps. We plan to deliver gridded datasets via
our visualization tool in 2016.
Thank you for your continued support. We are grateful to be part of such a diverse community, and are
enthusiastic to serve the phenology needs of this community for years to come.
Sincerely,

Jake F. Weltzin
Executive Director
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1.7 MILLION
Phenology records submitted

159
Local Phenology
Projects submitting
observations in 2015

33%

8%

Increase in active
participants over 2014

Increase in
records
submitted
over 2014

20

2
Data products
released

{

Publications using
contemporary
data since 2009

10
Published in 2015

NATURE’S NOTEBOOK’S 2015 ACHIEVEMENTS
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Trend in start of budburst date for 1982–2012

X. Yue, N. Unger, T.
Keenan, X. Zhang,
and C.S. Vogel. 2015.
Probing the past
30-year phenology
trend of U.S. deciduous
forests. Biogeosciences
12: 4693–4709.

Advance
Science

For decades, researchers have sought to document whether the start or
end of the growing season is changing, and whether these changes vary
geographically. Traditionally, this has been attempted using satellitederived information. Findings have varied widely in documented trends,
due to differences in the data products and algorithms used.

In a novel use of phenology data curated by
the USA-NPN, a group of researchers based
The USA-NPN aims to improve understanding of
at Yale University aimed to clarify regional
long-term trends in the growing season for
plant and animal phenology as a key response to
the
U.S. by combining these ground-based
environmental variation and change.
observations with the oft-used satellitederived information. Using this improved
technique, these researchers determined that over the past 30 years, the growing season has lengthened by
approximately one week in the eastern U.S. and the upper Rocky Mountains, and that these changes are a
direct result of warming temperatures in these regions.
This analysis is a shining example of the sorts of evaluations that are now possible due to the data and data
products that the USA-NPN is making available.

The extension of the growing season will influence carbon uptake, the water
cycle, and atmospheric chemistry. We are fortunate to have data made available
by the USA-NPN for extensive model evaluations. I believe the Network will
become a popular resource for both the public and scientific communities.
XU YUE, POSTDOCTORAL ASSOCIATE, YALE SCHOOL OF FORESTRY & ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
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Inform
Decisions

Every year, mayflies emerge from the Mississippi River, in short-duration
events that are often intense enough to be picked up on weather
radar. These insects can swarm by the millions during a large emergence,
representing an important source of food for fish and aquatic animals, as
well as a public safety hazard.

The US Fish & Wildlife Service’s La Crosse Fish
and Wildlife Conservation Office is interested in
tracking the timing of mayfly emergence events
along the Upper Mississippi River corridor. This
information can inform managers when to take
measures to ensure the public’s safety, such as
turning off lights on bridges and encouraging drivers to stay off roads inundated with mayflies. Mayfly nymphs
are an important food source for a variety of predators, and may live for years before emergence. The timing of
emergence events and relative abundance of mayflies are strong indicators of localized water quality conditions,
as nymphs are sensitive to low dissolved oxygen levels that may be caused by pollution.

The USA-NPN provides phenological information to inform
risk management, the conservation and management of
natural resources, and human health, recreation and land
use decisions in variable and changing environments.

In 2015, the Upper Mississippi River National Wildlife and Fish Refuge and the La Crosse Fish and Wildlife
Conservation Office paired up with the USA-NPN program to document mayfly emergence events along the
Upper Mississippi through Nature’s Notebook. In this first year of the Mayfly Watch effort, Nature’s Notebook
participants reported mayfly emergence events at 16 locations, and models predicting mayfly emergence were
validated for 10 of the 13 pools in which mayflies were documented. Future years will expand the project
to other locations along the Mississippi River, generating more data that can be used to improve phenology
information of this important indicator species.
Learn more: www.usanpn.org/fws/MayflyWatch

The USA-NPN’s application is just the tool we were looking for to expand these efforts over a
broad spatial scale by encouraging the public to participate as citizen-scientists in observing,
recording, and appreciating the significance of this annual, natural spectacle.
MARK STEINGRAEBER, FISH BIOLOGIST, LA CROSSE FISH AND WILDLIFE CONSERVATION OFFICE, US FISH & WILDLIFE SERVICE

Much like a doctor monitors the pulse of a patient,
Mark Steingraeber and his water-quality colleagues
have been documenting the annual emergence of
mayflies from parts of the Upper Mississippi River
for a number of years to help gauge the relative
health of Old Man River.
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Communicate
and
Educate

The Stebbins Cold Canyon Reserve, located west of Sacramento,
California and part of the University of California Natural Reserve
System, established phenology monitoring using Nature’s Notebook
in 2014 as part of the broader California Phenology Project effort.
The aim of this effort is to empower citizens to contribute to science
while connecting with local ecosystems and participating in a tightknit community.
The dedicated University of California faculty and graduate
students behind the California Phenology Project at Stebbins Cold
Canyon Reserve have leveraged Nature’s Notebook and fostered
participation in phenology monitoring in novel and creative ways,
including hosting a 10-week phenology, climate change, and citizen
science seminar through UC Davis that was open to university
students—for college credit—and to members of the public—for fun.

The USA-NPN aims to cultivate meaningful, long-term
engagement in phenology monitoring, research and
applications among individuals, partner groups and
stakeholders.
This past year, the majority of the reserve burned in the intense
Wragg wildfire. The imaginative UC faculty and students behind
the California Phenology Project at Stebbins Cold Canyon Reserve
recognized this unexpected turn of events as an opportunity to
examine how the resulting reduction in plant density affects the
phenology of the plants that survived the fire.
The California Phenology Project at Stebbins Cold Canyon Reserve is
part of the broader California Phenology Project (CPP) effort. Both
the California Phenology Project at Stebbins Cold Canyon Reserve
and the CPP illustrate how the USA-NPN provides capacity for
engaging the public in collecting phenology data and information.

We feel so fortunate to be part of a group that engages citizens with their local
environment. CPP Stebbins participants are learning about phenology, they
are becoming connected with the UC Natural Reserve System, and they are
truly invested in the health and well-being of Stebbins Cold Canyon as a place.
It’s powerful to see high schoolers through retirees excited about the first Toyon
berries or concerned about the outcome of the recent fires.
RACHEL WIGGINTON, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, DAVIS
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Resources
for FY 2015

Base funding for operations is provided primarily by US Geological
Survey. The USA National Phenology Network gratefully acknowledges
the additional sponsoring organizations: University of Arizona, University
of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, The Wildlife Society, US National Park Service,
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, National Aeronautics
and Space Administration, National Science Foundation, Oak Ridge National
Laboratory, and US Fish and Wildlife Service.
Our financial reporting follows the Federal fiscal year. The Network’s
constituent entities may have different fiscal years and reporting formats;
each organization—and agreements between organizations for the
Network’s activities—provide for fiscal responsibility and accountability.

SOURCES
USGS Ecosystems Mission Area

$578,000

USGS Office of Organizational and Employee Development

$15,000

USGS National Climate Change and Wildlife Science Center

$265,000

US Fish and Wildlife Service

$157,000

TOTAL

$1,015,000

EXPENSES
USGS Mission Area Support

$145,000

University of Arizona

$850,000

Cornell University
TOTAL

$20,000
$1,015,000
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Thank You

Call to Action

Partnerships are the heart of the USA-NPN, and
participants are critical to Nature’s Notebook. Together,
we work to collect, store, and share phenology data
and information. We are truly grateful for the support
we receive, in its many forms, from our partners,
participants, sponsors, and friends.

Tracking the status of just one plant in your backyard
offers endless opportunities for scientific discovery.
Not only will you gain a greater awareness of the
changing of the seasons, your sensitivity to finer
details will be heightened, and you’ll witness tiny
crab spiders perched inside tubular flowers and
green inchworms hidden among lush leaves.

Our success is your success: thank you.

Our Sponsors

These observations are also invaluable to advancing
science and informing resource management. Track
seasonal changes of just one plant or animal in your
yard using Nature’s Notebook and contribute to a
national-scale data resource!

Join a Campaign
Campaigns focus on species of
special value to science, and help
the researchers in our network to
gather the data they need.

The USA National Phenology Network

Sign up for a 2016
campaign at
www.naturesnotebook.org!
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